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From: Thomas Quin <tquin@qrgacpa.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2021 7:50 AM
To: Ahava Goldman <Ahava.Goldman@aicpa-cima.com>
Subject: QC CPE and comments

This message is from an EXTERNAL SENDER - be mindful of links and attachments.

Good session but focus on peer system is separate problem not root cause of discontent.  I believe It 
is the current lack of information and examples that rile them up.  I think the smaller firm is missing 
the concept of what a principal based system is.  We actually envision with a more risk based 
principal approach we will save time and cut out some of the more mundane EQCR review clients. 
Currently our policy is all audits, reviews with a guide (i.e. non-profits or say construction) and any 
new compilation client require an EQCR.  Reading the proposal, under a risk based approach we will 
evaluate the engagement partner, the client sophistication , the length and complexity of our 
relationship, and any industry issues and then decide if an extra set of eyes are needed.  Also 
currently our policy requires the partner or technical reviewer to look at every workpaper.   Under a 
principal based risk approach we will evaluate each client separately. 

I ask in this roll out, for the small firm is the profession opening up a pandoras box by not providing 
more guidance as to how do we interpret “principal based”?    Please consider getting out examples 
and sample documents asap.  Maybe an interim J of A article that is aimed to the smaller firm and 
provides a roadmap of sorts.  I sent our MA Society  A&A head, Phil, an outline of an article but I 
think someone like Rick (I think yesterday’s small firm representative)  might be what we need to 
pen something.

I like the inclusion of  the broadening of the QC concept to other areas than just A&A and having 
focus on things like technology and Intellectual and HR areas.  As an example of how it struck me
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and our firm, we  have started to go over with the  team what we need to improve on to make our
system better.  This includes a formalization of our  HR evaluations, shoring up and make more
formal our  CPE review by individual, and thinking through better the  individual team member
growth mentoring.  I think the smaller firm is seeing “big brother” coming instead of improvements.

Everyone resists change because they internalize it and overthink it.  Set them at ease.

Meanwhile can you send me CPE for the session.

Thanks  

Firm size 12 professionals. 

Thomas G. Quin, CPA
Principal

QRGA, LLP Certified Public Accountants
1410 Providence Highway | Norwood, MA 02062 
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